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Wandlekind

Alvechurch
Marina

£49,950

A 60ft 1992 TT Marine 6 berth semi-traditional stern
narrowboat.

Custom-built for the original owners, Wandlekind was
named after the River Wandle in London. The boat is
unusual in that it was designed for cruising on canals
and rivers in both the UK and France, so has a chine
bottom and a 6 inch keel running the length of the
boat. The fact that it was used for extended periods of
living afloat also means there are storage cupboards
and spaces aplenty throughout the boat.

A semi-traditional stern leads through to the first cabin
which is a large bedroom, currently furnished with a
fixed double bed and 2 singles. There is wardrobe
space together with storage beneath the bed.

Moving forward, a side corridor with a radiator leads to
the bathroom, which is equipped with a shower
cubicle, vanity unit and composting toilet.

A quirky door arrangement on the approach to the
galley conceals a built-in larder with shelves, and
another large storage cupboard opposite.

The galley is attractively decorated in white and red ply
and holds all the usual applicances, as well as a handy
breakfast bar with matching stools. Next to this is a
writing bureau and chair, ideal for dealing with
paperwork or working from home. Just behind the
desk in the corner is a solid fuel stove.

Finally, the saloon is surrounded by windows on three
sides, making it wonderfully light. A sofa bed can be
converted to provide a second double bed for guests,
if required.

We are informed that Wandlekind had a new Boat
Safety Certificate issued in 2022.

To enquire or arrange to view, please contact
Alvechurch Marina on 0121 445 1133.

Scan the QR code to view online

Overall length 60 feet

Beam 6 feet 10 inches

Draft 2 feet

Headroom --

No. of berths 6

Style of stern Semi-Traditional

BSS certificate expiry --

Built In 1992 by TT Marine

Fitout

Base Steel 10mm

Hull Steel 6mm

Cabin Steel 4mm

Engine Ford 2.4 litre BSD

Gearbox --
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General

General

Name Wandlekind

BW index number 52532

Safety certificate NO

BSS certificate expiry --

BSS certificate number --

Built In 1992 by TT Marine

Location Alvechurch Marina

Price £49,950

Berths

No. of Berths 6

Double beds 1

Double beds (temp) 1

Single beds 2

Single beds (temp) --

Size

Overall length 60 feet

Overall beam 6 feet 10 inches

Overall draft 2 feet

Style of stern Semi-Traditional

Structure

Manufacturer

Manufacturer TT Marine

Hull ID No. --

Build date 1992

Original steel thickness

Base 10mm

Hull 6mm

Cabin 4mm

Anodes

Fitted YES

Date fitted --

Size --

No. of anodes 4

Material

Base Steel

Hull Steel

Cabin side Steel

Roof Steel

Hull blacking

Last hull blacking 2021

Where Braunston Marina
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Running gear

Engine

Make Ford

Model 2.4 litre BSD

Year --

Fuel Diesel

Cooling Skin tank

Hours --

Last serviced date --

Last serviced by --

Gearbox

Make --

Model --

Year --

Reduction --

Coupling --

Shaft diameter --

Propellor size --

Capacities

Fuel --

Water --

Gas type --

No. of gas cylinders --

Gas cylinder size --

Interior

Fitted

Fitted by --

Date fitted --

Materials used

Floor --

Hull sides --

Cabin sides --

Deckhead --

Bulkheads --

Fittings White and red Formica
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Equipment

In the galley

Cooker type Freestanding oven, hob
and grill

Cooker model Statesman

Fridge type Under counter

Fridge model Shoreline

Other --

Heating

Type Diesel Heater

Make Mikuni

Model --

Fuel Diesel

Other remarks --

Hot water

Type Calorifer

Make --

Model --

Fuel --

Other remarks Engine or electric
heated

Additional heating CO2 Alarm Fitted
Smoke Alarm Fitted

In the bathroom

Bath No

Shower Yes - Glass Screen

Hip bath No

Basin Yes

Toilet type Compost

Toilet make --

Toilet model --

Toilet tank capacity --

Toilet remarks --

Electrical systems

DC voltage 24v

No. of batteries (start) 1

No. of batteries
(domestic)

4

Split charging --

Other --

240 volt electrical systems

Inverter make Rediline

Inverter rating --

Generator make --

Generator rating --

Shoreline NO

Other --

Other

Additional information

--
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